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Free download Foreign related civil and commercial
matters and maritime law and the basis essentials
guide paperback (Read Only)
this collection offers a study of the regimes for the recognition and enforcement of foreign commercial
judgments in 15 asian jurisdictions mainland china hong kong taiwan japan korea malaysia singapore
thailand vietnam cambodia myanmar the philippines indonesia sri lanka and india for practising lawyers
the book is intended as a practical guide to current law and procedures for enforcing judgments in the
selected jurisdictions however it does not stop at describing current law and practice of interest to
academics and students it also analyses the common principles of the enforcement regimes across the
jurisdictions and identifies what should be regarded as the norm for enforcement in asian countries for
the purpose of attracting foreign direct investment and catalysing rapid economic development in light
of the common principles identified the book explores how laws in asia may generally be improved to
enable judgments to be more readily enforced while ensuring that legitimate concerns over indirect
jurisdiction due process and domestic public policy are respected and addressed with this in mind the
book discusses the potential impact that the adoption of the 2005 hague convention on choice of court
agreements might have on asian jurisdictions it also considers the potential impact of the convention
for the enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial matters presently being drafted by the hague
conference on private international law this timely book argues that it is imperative to adopt a uniform
system for the recognition and enforcement of judgments throughout asia if there is to be traction for
the enhanced cross border commerce that is expected to result from endeavours such as the asean economic
community aec the belt and road initiative bri cptpp also known as tpp 11 and rcep the brussels
convention on jurisdiction and the enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial matters was
concluded on september 27 1968 among the original six member states of the then eec on march 1 2002 the
convention was replaced by ec regulation no 44 2001 of december 2000 on jurisdiction and the recognition
and enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial matters regulation 44 2001 left much of the
convention unaltered but parts were also modified inter alia in order to take into account decisions of
the european court of justice these two volumes and supplement contain over 100 decisions of the
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european court of justice on the interpretation of the brussels convention from 1976 onwards as well as
the advocate generals opinions for each case the provisions of the convention cannot be properly
understood and applied without reference to this case law the case law of the ecj will also continue to
be of fundamental importance due to its relevance to a proper understanding of the provisions of the new
regulation this publication thus provides an essential tool to those interested in the new regulation
and its spirit of continuity from the old european rules on jurisdiction and the enforcement of
judgments in civil and commercial matters one of the first things international practitioners must
consider is where to conduct legal proceedings but the second thought must be whether a judgment or
award or a deed for that matter is enforceable in the debtor s jurisdiction or the jurisdiction where
there are assets this first edition of enforcement of judgments awards and deeds provides the answer to
such questions for a variety of jurisdictions the new york convention of 1958 is widely implemented and
therewith provides the basis for recognition of arbitral awards in many countries where court judgments
are concerned the position is different this book assists practitioners to make the right choice cover
reports presented at a series of meetings devoted to the study of the differences between the
conventions of brussels and lugano meetings were held in athens may 1997 brussels and liège nov 1997 and
london and cambridge jan 1998 the present book offers the reader insight into how the court of justice
of the european communities justifies its interpretations of the european legal rules on international
jurisdiction and the recognition and enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial matters our
examination of the more than one hundred decisions which the court has delivered under the 1968 brussels
convention shows that the court uses the principles which in its opinion underlie the explicit rules as
reasons to justify its decisions these principles are described in the book and it is shown how they
relate to each other the system of principles that has been identified in this study forms an important
part of the brussels convention s legacy for the new regulation no 44 2001 which replaced the convention
on march 1 2002 it constitutes a catalogue of arguments that will be employed by the court to justify
its interpretation of the provisions of the new regulation as such this book will be of great value to
practitioners in international law as well as to academics and students alike jannet a pontier ph d
edwige burg ph d professor of law lecturer and researcher department of private international law
department of private international law senior research associate at the research associate at the
amsterdam institute for private law amsterdam institute for private law university of amsterdam
university of amsterdam amsterdam the netherlands january 2004 vii table of contents this commentary is
the first full scale article by article commentary in english ever to address the brussels i regulation
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it is truly european in nature and style it provides thorough and succinct indepth analysis of every
single article and offers most valuable guidance for lawyers judges and academics throughout europe it
is an indispensable working tool for all practitioners involved in this field of law the brussels i
regulation is by far the most prominent cornerstone of the european law of international civil procedure
its imminence could be easily ascertained by every practitioner even remotely concerned with cross
border work in europe however arcane private international law in general might appear to practitioners
the brussels i regulation is a well known and renowned instrument a true first the first truly european
commentary on the brussels i regulation the fundamental act for jurisdiction recognition and enforcement
throughout europe the first commentary on the brussels i regulation written by a team from all over
europe the first article by article commentary on the brussels i regulation in english for international
lawyers the european rules on jurisdiction and recognition and enforcement of judgments in civil and
commercial matters are of great practical importance since march 2002 these rules have been laid down in
an eu regulation 44 2001 which essentially replaced the 1968 brussels convention the preliminary
considerations to the regulation imply that the decisions in which the court of justice of the ec has
interpreted the brussels convention remain relevant for the interpretation of the regulation hence in
order to have a thorough understanding of the regulation an in depth knowledge of the ec court s case
law regarding the brussels convention is imperative the present study is based on an analysis of more
than one hundred decisions that the court has delivered under the brussels convention it appears that
the significance of the court s case law lies not only in the final outcome of these decisions but also
in the principles that the court consistently refers to in arriving at its decisions the authors piece
together the system of principles that has become apparent in the court s reasoning an understanding of
this system not only sheds light on how and why the court has reached its past decisions but it also
enables lawyers to understand the confines within which the court s argumentation is likely to take
place in future cases under the regulation a publication which focuses on the principles used by the
court to justify its decisions in this particular area of law has been lacking this book aims to fill
that gap its value extends beyond the academic realm and into the field of legal practice first
published in 1998 european business litigation is a monograph produced as a follow up step to european
business law which contains a range of chapters including a chapter on business litigation hence as well
as expanding on the issues raised in the chapter this book provides an insight into the legal and policy
problems involved in both the harmonisation process and the substantive eu laws adopted to ameliorate
the situation in the field of private international law more specifically it examines the origin of eu
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laws in this area considers the problems with their interpretation and implementation and addresses the
question of whether harmonisation has been achieved judgment recognition and enforcement jre between the
us states between eu member states and between mainland china hong kong and macao are all forms of
interregional jre this extensive comparative study of the three most important jre regimes focuses on
what lessons china can draw from the us and the eu in developing a multilateral jre arrangement for
mainland china hong kong and macao mainland china hong kong and macao share economic geographical
cultural and historical proximity to one another the policy of one country two systems also provides a
quasi constitutional regime for the three regions however there is no multilateral jre scheme among them
as there is in the us and the eu and it is harder to recognise and enforce sister region judgments in
china than in the us and the eu the book analyses the status quo of jre in china and explores its
insufficiencies it proposes a multilateral jre arrangement for chinese regions to alleviate current jre
difficulties and it also provides solutions for the macro and micro challenges of establishing a
multilateral arrangement drawing upon the rich literature on jre regimes found in the us and the eu
endorsements professor huang has completed a highly readable and comprehensive study of the issues
governing recognition and enforcement of judgments among the three distinct legal regimes of the people
s republic of china her ideas will surely enrich the chinese debate as well as provide interesting
scholarly material for non chinese seeking greater understanding of legal reform in the prc peter d
trooboff senior counsel covington burling llp washington dc usa the book shows meticulous analytical and
comparative scholarship dr huang s proposal of a multilateral arrangement makes an original and valuable
contribution to the study of interregional judgment recognition and enforcement among mainland china
hong kong and macao renshan liu professor and dean law school of zhongnan university of economics and
law china dr huang s timely work provides an insightful analysis of one of the more vexed aspects of the
inter regional legal relations in greater china her careful investigation makes a valuable contribution
to the academic and practical work on the recognition and enforcement of judgments between china and her
two special administrative regions the comparative approach she adopts represents the true utility of
comparativism for legal scholarship bing ling professor of chinese law sydney law school australia
preface and foreword please click on the link below to read the preface and foreword hartpub co uk huang
preface foreword pdf the book won the first prize for excellent scholarship awarded by the china society
of private international law in 2015 this title part of the new european commentaries on private
international law series is devoted to the brussels i regulation dealing with jurisdiction and
recognition of judgments in civil and commercial law matters contributors in the series include leading
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experts from almost all eu member states the series initiates a new specific european style of
commenting on european enactments merging the various and thus far cross national methods of
interpretation of legislative acts commentaries will pay tribute to the practice of the european court
of justice and to relevant judgments of national courts as well moreover the needs of practitioners and
the requirements of the practice will receive particular attention the united kingdom instrument of
ratification was deposited on 26 october 2000 and the convention entered into force for the united
kingdom on 1 january 2001 the convention was previously published as european communities no 11 1997 cm
3745 since the amsterdam treaty of 1997 empowered the ec to adopt rules in the field of conflicts of
laws legal instruments have been adopted that provide common rules on issues that touch upon the day to
day life of european citizens there are now instruments covering jurisdiction and the recognition and
enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial matters family matters and maintenance obligations and
the law applicable to contractual and non contractual obligations legal separations and divorces there
is also legislation establishing swift procedures for recovering claims abroad ie the european
enforcement order the european order for payment procedure and the european small claims procedure and
legislation regulating cross border insolvency proceedings and judicial assistance in the field of
service of documents taking of evidence and access to justice this long list of eu legislation is not
exhaustive of eu conflicts of laws rules numerous further provisions are scattered among other eu
legislation eg directives on consumer labour and insurance contracts company law ip rights securities
privacy and so on besides this the european court of justice has issued many judgments addressing
relevant aspects of the conflict of laws found in the acquis communautaire in this field this book which
assembles all the relevant eu legislation and ecj decisions in one place provides a guide to the maze of
legal instruments now in place supplemented by brief commentaries identifying the leading principles and
anticipating future developments conventions or legislation treaties are agreements drawn up between
member states on community related matters the judgments convention also know as the brussels convention
is one of the most significant of these agreements it determines the jurisdiction and enforcement of
judgments in civil and commercial matters and facilitates the recognition and enforcement of judgments
authentic instruments and court settlements this collection of case law provides several new lines of
arguments for practitioners judgements of the court of justice of the european communities and selected
decisions of courts of member states on the convention of 27 september 1968 on jurisdiction and the
enforcement of judgements in civil and commercial matters the brussels i bis regulation remains the most
significant legal instrument for procedural law in the eu providing the cornerstone for questions of
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international jurisdiction and enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial matters this
authoritative book provides a thorough and practical analysis of the regulation with particular focus on
its interpretation and application brussels i recast regulation no 1215 2012 on the recognition and
enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial matters is intended to simplify and expedite cross
border enforcement of debts however some existing issues remain unresolved and new ones have already
been identi ed since the regulation entered into force in 2015 this collection of expert essays the rst
book to focus systematically and comprehensively on the area of remedies in the light of brussels i
recast offers detailed analyses of inherent problems and includes practical hypothetical cases
illustrating major issues and how they may be resolved the aspects covered by the contributors all well
known academics lawyers and judges from different eu member states include the following grounds for
refusal of recognition and enforcement certi cation of enforceability and timely service of the certi
cate adaptation of enforcement measures that are determined in the judgment but are not known in the
member state of enforcement effect of requesting a translation of the judgment nancial implications of
remedies and provisional measures and their role in a timely protection of rights because the success of
brussels i recast depends on a very unpredictable implementation into national systems the extent to
which national barriers represent obstacles to fair and ef cient judicial protection is thoroughly
examined a very useful concluding chapter presents practical cases highlighting the most important as
well as problematic issues concerning enforcement of foreign judgments the in depth analyses conducted
by the contributors clearly de ne serious obstacles and propose solutions that will lead to better
implementation of brussels i recast better protection of party s rights and further harmonisation in
this eld of civil justice this book is sure to be of exceptional value to counsel for multinational
enterprises eu and member state legislators enforcement agencies and academics worldwide the idea of a
european judicial area has gathered force since the negotiation of the amsterdam treaty amending the teu
and conferring competence on the european community in relation to measures of judicial cooperation one
of the areas targeted for rapid attention is improvement in therecognition and enforcement of civil
judgments in europe with plans for the mutual recognition of judgments this book i explains the
significance of the fact that judicial cooperation now falls within the ec treaty ii sets out the
background of measures and proposals which will form the basis for further work by the european
commission in developing legislative proposals iii compares theenforcement frameworks of selected
national laws england germany france sweden spain iv examines in detail the existing position in
relation to key enforcement issues obtaining information about a debtor s assets provisional and
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protective measures service of documents exequatur transfrontier garnishee orders and the transfrontier
enforcement of injunctions under the selected national laws and european international instruments and v
assesses the scope for improvements in collaboration between member states and the obstacles that may
impede harmonisation the book willprovide an invaluable source of reference for practitioners and policy
makers and will also be of assistance as a starting point for those who want to engage in further
comparative research on the topics covered this book looks at the question of extending the reach of the
brussels ia regulation to defendants not domiciled in an eu member state the regulation the centrepiece
of the eu framework on civil procedure is widely recognised as one of the most successful legal
instruments on judicial cooperation to provide a basis for the discussion of its possible extension this
volume takes a closer look at the national rules that currently govern the question of jurisdiction over
non eu defendants in each member state through 17 national reports the insights gained from them are
summarised in a comparative report and critically discussed in further contributions which look at the
question both from a european and from a wider global perspective private international lawyers will be
keen to read the findings and conclusions which will also be of interest to practitioners and policy
makers mediation is becoming an increasingly important tool for resolving civil and commercial disputes
although it has been long since known in many legal systems in recent years it has received an important
boost and is currently one of the most topical issues in the fi eld of dispute resolution the european
directive 2008 52 ec of the european parliament and of the council of 21 5 2008 on certain aspects of
mediation in civil and commercial matters with an implementation date of 21 5 2011 prescribes a set of
minimum common rules on mediation for all eu member states with the exception of denmark this book
studies in depth the current legal framework in every eu member state as regards mediation in civil and
commercial matters as well as the way in which the directive has been or is expected to be implemented
in the near future every chapter on national law analyses both out of court and court annexed mediation
in the existing legal framework the areas of law covered by mediation published under the auspices of
the center for international legal studies in cooperation with the section of international law and
practice of the american bar association and franklin pierce law center t p for over a century states
have co operated in providing evidence for use in civil trials in other countries the growth of
international crimes such as drug trafficking money laundering terrorism and insider trading now pose a
substantial threat to the economies and stability of states and governments and international
organizations have been quick to expand past experience into a variety of responses both diplomatic and
institutional to the new international crimes this book sets out the law applicable to co operation
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between states in these areas and investigates the relevant practice and case law it discusses both the
civil and criminal dimensions of international co operation the new edition incorporates the vast number
of developments that have taken place since the previous edition published in 2002 including the
european union s resolve to build an area of freedom security and justice and the recent major update of
the commonwealth scheme this book analyses comments and further develops on the most important
instrument of the hague conference on private international law hcch the hcch 2019 judgments convention
the hcch convention the product of decades of work will have a transformative effect on global judicial
cooperation in civil matters this book explores its mechanics i e the legal cornerstones of the new
convention part i its prospects in leading regions of the world part ii and offers an overview and
comment on its outlook part iii drawing on contributions from world leading experts this magisterial and
ambitious work will become the reference work for law makers judges lawyers and scholars in the field of
private international law this book undertakes a systematic analysis of the 2019 hague judgments
convention the 2005 hague choice of court convention 2005 and the 2017 commonwealth model law on
recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments from a pragmatic perspective the book builds on the
concept of pragmatism in private international law within the context of recognition and enforcement of
judgments it demonstrates the practical application of legal pragmatism by setting up a toolbox
pragmatic goals and methods that will assist courts and policymakers in developing an effective and
efficient judgments enforcement scheme at national bilateral and multilateral levels practitioners
national courts policymakers academics students and litigants will benefit from the book s comparative
approach using case law from the united kingdom and other leading commonwealth states the united states
and the court of justice of the european union the book also provides interesting findings from the
empirical research on the refusal of recognition and enforcement in the uk and the commonwealth
statutory registration schemes respectively international judicial assistance which is reasonably well
settled in criminal law is still finding its way in civil matters here is a very useful survey of
problems in this area describing how they are being handled in various jurisdictions worldwide the
authors examine service of process abroad obtaining evidence in crossborder litigation the impact of
sovereign immunity the application of international conventions and preferred forms of dispute
resolution contributors include practitioners from both civil law and common law jurisdictions published
under the transnational publishers imprint
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Recognition and Enforcement of Judgments in Civil and Commercial
Matters 2019-09-19
this collection offers a study of the regimes for the recognition and enforcement of foreign commercial
judgments in 15 asian jurisdictions mainland china hong kong taiwan japan korea malaysia singapore
thailand vietnam cambodia myanmar the philippines indonesia sri lanka and india for practising lawyers
the book is intended as a practical guide to current law and procedures for enforcing judgments in the
selected jurisdictions however it does not stop at describing current law and practice of interest to
academics and students it also analyses the common principles of the enforcement regimes across the
jurisdictions and identifies what should be regarded as the norm for enforcement in asian countries for
the purpose of attracting foreign direct investment and catalysing rapid economic development in light
of the common principles identified the book explores how laws in asia may generally be improved to
enable judgments to be more readily enforced while ensuring that legitimate concerns over indirect
jurisdiction due process and domestic public policy are respected and addressed with this in mind the
book discusses the potential impact that the adoption of the 2005 hague convention on choice of court
agreements might have on asian jurisdictions it also considers the potential impact of the convention
for the enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial matters presently being drafted by the hague
conference on private international law this timely book argues that it is imperative to adopt a uniform
system for the recognition and enforcement of judgments throughout asia if there is to be traction for
the enhanced cross border commerce that is expected to result from endeavours such as the asean economic
community aec the belt and road initiative bri cptpp also known as tpp 11 and rcep

Jurisdiction and Enforcement of Judgments in Civil and Commercial
Matters 2002
the brussels convention on jurisdiction and the enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial matters
was concluded on september 27 1968 among the original six member states of the then eec on march 1 2002
the convention was replaced by ec regulation no 44 2001 of december 2000 on jurisdiction and the
recognition and enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial matters regulation 44 2001 left much of
the convention unaltered but parts were also modified inter alia in order to take into account decisions
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of the european court of justice these two volumes and supplement contain over 100 decisions of the
european court of justice on the interpretation of the brussels convention from 1976 onwards as well as
the advocate generals opinions for each case the provisions of the convention cannot be properly
understood and applied without reference to this case law the case law of the ecj will also continue to
be of fundamental importance due to its relevance to a proper understanding of the provisions of the new
regulation this publication thus provides an essential tool to those interested in the new regulation
and its spirit of continuity from the old european rules on jurisdiction and the enforcement of
judgments in civil and commercial matters

Enforcement of Judgments, Awards & Deeds in Commercial Matters 2013
one of the first things international practitioners must consider is where to conduct legal proceedings
but the second thought must be whether a judgment or award or a deed for that matter is enforceable in
the debtor s jurisdiction or the jurisdiction where there are assets this first edition of enforcement
of judgments awards and deeds provides the answer to such questions for a variety of jurisdictions the
new york convention of 1958 is widely implemented and therewith provides the basis for recognition of
arbitral awards in many countries where court judgments are concerned the position is different this
book assists practitioners to make the right choice cover

European judicial area in civil and commercial matters 1999-01-01
reports presented at a series of meetings devoted to the study of the differences between the
conventions of brussels and lugano meetings were held in athens may 1997 brussels and liège nov 1997 and
london and cambridge jan 1998

EU Principles on Jurisdiction and Recognition and Enforcement of
Judgments in Civil and Commercial Matters 2004-08-12
the present book offers the reader insight into how the court of justice of the european communities
justifies its interpretations of the european legal rules on international jurisdiction and the
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recognition and enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial matters our examination of the more
than one hundred decisions which the court has delivered under the 1968 brussels convention shows that
the court uses the principles which in its opinion underlie the explicit rules as reasons to justify its
decisions these principles are described in the book and it is shown how they relate to each other the
system of principles that has been identified in this study forms an important part of the brussels
convention s legacy for the new regulation no 44 2001 which replaced the convention on march 1 2002 it
constitutes a catalogue of arguments that will be employed by the court to justify its interpretation of
the provisions of the new regulation as such this book will be of great value to practitioners in
international law as well as to academics and students alike jannet a pontier ph d edwige burg ph d
professor of law lecturer and researcher department of private international law department of private
international law senior research associate at the research associate at the amsterdam institute for
private law amsterdam institute for private law university of amsterdam university of amsterdam
amsterdam the netherlands january 2004 vii table of contents

Brussels I Regulation 2009-04-27
this commentary is the first full scale article by article commentary in english ever to address the
brussels i regulation it is truly european in nature and style it provides thorough and succinct indepth
analysis of every single article and offers most valuable guidance for lawyers judges and academics
throughout europe it is an indispensable working tool for all practitioners involved in this field of
law the brussels i regulation is by far the most prominent cornerstone of the european law of
international civil procedure its imminence could be easily ascertained by every practitioner even
remotely concerned with cross border work in europe however arcane private international law in general
might appear to practitioners the brussels i regulation is a well known and renowned instrument a true
first the first truly european commentary on the brussels i regulation the fundamental act for
jurisdiction recognition and enforcement throughout europe the first commentary on the brussels i
regulation written by a team from all over europe the first article by article commentary on the
brussels i regulation in english
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The Lugano Convention and Legal Integration 1990
for international lawyers the european rules on jurisdiction and recognition and enforcement of
judgments in civil and commercial matters are of great practical importance since march 2002 these rules
have been laid down in an eu regulation 44 2001 which essentially replaced the 1968 brussels convention
the preliminary considerations to the regulation imply that the decisions in which the court of justice
of the ec has interpreted the brussels convention remain relevant for the interpretation of the
regulation hence in order to have a thorough understanding of the regulation an in depth knowledge of
the ec court s case law regarding the brussels convention is imperative the present study is based on an
analysis of more than one hundred decisions that the court has delivered under the brussels convention
it appears that the significance of the court s case law lies not only in the final outcome of these
decisions but also in the principles that the court consistently refers to in arriving at its decisions
the authors piece together the system of principles that has become apparent in the court s reasoning an
understanding of this system not only sheds light on how and why the court has reached its past
decisions but it also enables lawyers to understand the confines within which the court s argumentation
is likely to take place in future cases under the regulation a publication which focuses on the
principles used by the court to justify its decisions in this particular area of law has been lacking
this book aims to fill that gap its value extends beyond the academic realm and into the field of legal
practice

Compendium of European Union Legislation on Judicial Cooperation in
Civil and Commercial Matters 2013
first published in 1998 european business litigation is a monograph produced as a follow up step to
european business law which contains a range of chapters including a chapter on business litigation
hence as well as expanding on the issues raised in the chapter this book provides an insight into the
legal and policy problems involved in both the harmonisation process and the substantive eu laws adopted
to ameliorate the situation in the field of private international law more specifically it examines the
origin of eu laws in this area considers the problems with their interpretation and implementation and
addresses the question of whether harmonisation has been achieved
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EU Principles on Jurisdiction and Recognition and Enforcement of
Judgments in Civil and Commercial Matters 2004
judgment recognition and enforcement jre between the us states between eu member states and between
mainland china hong kong and macao are all forms of interregional jre this extensive comparative study
of the three most important jre regimes focuses on what lessons china can draw from the us and the eu in
developing a multilateral jre arrangement for mainland china hong kong and macao mainland china hong
kong and macao share economic geographical cultural and historical proximity to one another the policy
of one country two systems also provides a quasi constitutional regime for the three regions however
there is no multilateral jre scheme among them as there is in the us and the eu and it is harder to
recognise and enforce sister region judgments in china than in the us and the eu the book analyses the
status quo of jre in china and explores its insufficiencies it proposes a multilateral jre arrangement
for chinese regions to alleviate current jre difficulties and it also provides solutions for the macro
and micro challenges of establishing a multilateral arrangement drawing upon the rich literature on jre
regimes found in the us and the eu endorsements professor huang has completed a highly readable and
comprehensive study of the issues governing recognition and enforcement of judgments among the three
distinct legal regimes of the people s republic of china her ideas will surely enrich the chinese debate
as well as provide interesting scholarly material for non chinese seeking greater understanding of legal
reform in the prc peter d trooboff senior counsel covington burling llp washington dc usa the book shows
meticulous analytical and comparative scholarship dr huang s proposal of a multilateral arrangement
makes an original and valuable contribution to the study of interregional judgment recognition and
enforcement among mainland china hong kong and macao renshan liu professor and dean law school of
zhongnan university of economics and law china dr huang s timely work provides an insightful analysis of
one of the more vexed aspects of the inter regional legal relations in greater china her careful
investigation makes a valuable contribution to the academic and practical work on the recognition and
enforcement of judgments between china and her two special administrative regions the comparative
approach she adopts represents the true utility of comparativism for legal scholarship bing ling
professor of chinese law sydney law school australia preface and foreword please click on the link below
to read the preface and foreword hartpub co uk huang preface foreword pdf the book won the first prize
for excellent scholarship awarded by the china society of private international law in 2015
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Convention on Jurisdiction and the Enforcement of Judgments in Civil
and Commercial Matters 1991-01-01
this title part of the new european commentaries on private international law series is devoted to the
brussels i regulation dealing with jurisdiction and recognition of judgments in civil and commercial law
matters contributors in the series include leading experts from almost all eu member states the series
initiates a new specific european style of commenting on european enactments merging the various and
thus far cross national methods of interpretation of legislative acts commentaries will pay tribute to
the practice of the european court of justice and to relevant judgments of national courts as well
moreover the needs of practitioners and the requirements of the practice will receive particular
attention

Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Judgments in Civil and
Commercial Matters 2006
the united kingdom instrument of ratification was deposited on 26 october 2000 and the convention
entered into force for the united kingdom on 1 january 2001 the convention was previously published as
european communities no 11 1997 cm 3745

European Business Litigation 2018-10-26
since the amsterdam treaty of 1997 empowered the ec to adopt rules in the field of conflicts of laws
legal instruments have been adopted that provide common rules on issues that touch upon the day to day
life of european citizens there are now instruments covering jurisdiction and the recognition and
enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial matters family matters and maintenance obligations and
the law applicable to contractual and non contractual obligations legal separations and divorces there
is also legislation establishing swift procedures for recovering claims abroad ie the european
enforcement order the european order for payment procedure and the european small claims procedure and
legislation regulating cross border insolvency proceedings and judicial assistance in the field of
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service of documents taking of evidence and access to justice this long list of eu legislation is not
exhaustive of eu conflicts of laws rules numerous further provisions are scattered among other eu
legislation eg directives on consumer labour and insurance contracts company law ip rights securities
privacy and so on besides this the european court of justice has issued many judgments addressing
relevant aspects of the conflict of laws found in the acquis communautaire in this field this book which
assembles all the relevant eu legislation and ecj decisions in one place provides a guide to the maze of
legal instruments now in place supplemented by brief commentaries identifying the leading principles and
anticipating future developments

Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Judgments in Civil and
Commercial Matters in the PRC, Hong Kong, Macau, and Taiwan 2007
conventions or legislation treaties are agreements drawn up between member states on community related
matters the judgments convention also know as the brussels convention is one of the most significant of
these agreements it determines the jurisdiction and enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial
matters and facilitates the recognition and enforcement of judgments authentic instruments and court
settlements this collection of case law provides several new lines of arguments for practitioners

Enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial matters in cross-
border cases in the European Union 2010
judgements of the court of justice of the european communities and selected decisions of courts of
member states on the convention of 27 september 1968 on jurisdiction and the enforcement of judgements
in civil and commercial matters

Convention on Taking of Evidence Abroad in Civil Or Commercial
Matters 1972
the brussels i bis regulation remains the most significant legal instrument for procedural law in the eu
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providing the cornerstone for questions of international jurisdiction and enforcement of judgments in
civil and commercial matters this authoritative book provides a thorough and practical analysis of the
regulation with particular focus on its interpretation and application

Interregional Recognition and Enforcement of Civil and Commercial
Judgments 2014-11-01
brussels i recast regulation no 1215 2012 on the recognition and enforcement of judgments in civil and
commercial matters is intended to simplify and expedite cross border enforcement of debts however some
existing issues remain unresolved and new ones have already been identi ed since the regulation entered
into force in 2015 this collection of expert essays the rst book to focus systematically and
comprehensively on the area of remedies in the light of brussels i recast offers detailed analyses of
inherent problems and includes practical hypothetical cases illustrating major issues and how they may
be resolved the aspects covered by the contributors all well known academics lawyers and judges from
different eu member states include the following grounds for refusal of recognition and enforcement
certi cation of enforceability and timely service of the certi cate adaptation of enforcement measures
that are determined in the judgment but are not known in the member state of enforcement effect of
requesting a translation of the judgment nancial implications of remedies and provisional measures and
their role in a timely protection of rights because the success of brussels i recast depends on a very
unpredictable implementation into national systems the extent to which national barriers represent
obstacles to fair and ef cient judicial protection is thoroughly examined a very useful concluding
chapter presents practical cases highlighting the most important as well as problematic issues
concerning enforcement of foreign judgments the in depth analyses conducted by the contributors clearly
de ne serious obstacles and propose solutions that will lead to better implementation of brussels i
recast better protection of party s rights and further harmonisation in this eld of civil justice this
book is sure to be of exceptional value to counsel for multinational enterprises eu and member state
legislators enforcement agencies and academics worldwide
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Convention on the Accession of the Republic of Austria, the Republic
of Finland and the Kingdom of Sweden to the Convention on
Jurisdiction and the Enforcement of Judgments in Civil and Commercial
Matters ... 1997
the idea of a european judicial area has gathered force since the negotiation of the amsterdam treaty
amending the teu and conferring competence on the european community in relation to measures of judicial
cooperation one of the areas targeted for rapid attention is improvement in therecognition and
enforcement of civil judgments in europe with plans for the mutual recognition of judgments this book i
explains the significance of the fact that judicial cooperation now falls within the ec treaty ii sets
out the background of measures and proposals which will form the basis for further work by the european
commission in developing legislative proposals iii compares theenforcement frameworks of selected
national laws england germany france sweden spain iv examines in detail the existing position in
relation to key enforcement issues obtaining information about a debtor s assets provisional and
protective measures service of documents exequatur transfrontier garnishee orders and the transfrontier
enforcement of injunctions under the selected national laws and european international instruments and v
assesses the scope for improvements in collaboration between member states and the obstacles that may
impede harmonisation the book willprovide an invaluable source of reference for practitioners and policy
makers and will also be of assistance as a starting point for those who want to engage in further
comparative research on the topics covered

Brussels I Regulation 2007
this book looks at the question of extending the reach of the brussels ia regulation to defendants not
domiciled in an eu member state the regulation the centrepiece of the eu framework on civil procedure is
widely recognised as one of the most successful legal instruments on judicial cooperation to provide a
basis for the discussion of its possible extension this volume takes a closer look at the national rules
that currently govern the question of jurisdiction over non eu defendants in each member state through
17 national reports the insights gained from them are summarised in a comparative report and critically
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discussed in further contributions which look at the question both from a european and from a wider
global perspective private international lawyers will be keen to read the findings and conclusions which
will also be of interest to practitioners and policy makers

Convention on Jurisdiction and the Enforcement of Judgments in Civil
and Commercial Matters 1988
mediation is becoming an increasingly important tool for resolving civil and commercial disputes
although it has been long since known in many legal systems in recent years it has received an important
boost and is currently one of the most topical issues in the fi eld of dispute resolution the european
directive 2008 52 ec of the european parliament and of the council of 21 5 2008 on certain aspects of
mediation in civil and commercial matters with an implementation date of 21 5 2011 prescribes a set of
minimum common rules on mediation for all eu member states with the exception of denmark this book
studies in depth the current legal framework in every eu member state as regards mediation in civil and
commercial matters as well as the way in which the directive has been or is expected to be implemented
in the near future every chapter on national law analyses both out of court and court annexed mediation
in the existing legal framework the areas of law covered by mediation

Convention on the Accession of the Republic of Austria, the Republic
of Finland and the Kingdom of Sweden to the Convention on
Jurisdiction and the Enforcement of Judgments in Civil and Commercial
Matters and to the Protocol on Its Interpretation by the Court of
Justice, with the Adjustments Made to Them by the Convention on the
Accession of the Kingdom of Denmark, of Ireland and of the United Kin
2005-05-18
published under the auspices of the center for international legal studies in cooperation with the
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section of international law and practice of the american bar association and franklin pierce law center
t p

Cases and Materials on EU Private International Law 2011-04-13
for over a century states have co operated in providing evidence for use in civil trials in other
countries the growth of international crimes such as drug trafficking money laundering terrorism and
insider trading now pose a substantial threat to the economies and stability of states and governments
and international organizations have been quick to expand past experience into a variety of responses
both diplomatic and institutional to the new international crimes this book sets out the law applicable
to co operation between states in these areas and investigates the relevant practice and case law it
discusses both the civil and criminal dimensions of international co operation the new edition
incorporates the vast number of developments that have taken place since the previous edition published
in 2002 including the european union s resolve to build an area of freedom security and justice and the
recent major update of the commonwealth scheme

European Case Law on the Judgments Convention 1999-07-07
this book analyses comments and further develops on the most important instrument of the hague
conference on private international law hcch the hcch 2019 judgments convention the hcch convention the
product of decades of work will have a transformative effect on global judicial cooperation in civil
matters this book explores its mechanics i e the legal cornerstones of the new convention part i its
prospects in leading regions of the world part ii and offers an overview and comment on its outlook part
iii drawing on contributions from world leading experts this magisterial and ambitious work will become
the reference work for law makers judges lawyers and scholars in the field of private international law

Digest of Case-law Relating to the European Communities 1993
this book undertakes a systematic analysis of the 2019 hague judgments convention the 2005 hague choice
of court convention 2005 and the 2017 commonwealth model law on recognition and enforcement of foreign
judgments from a pragmatic perspective the book builds on the concept of pragmatism in private
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international law within the context of recognition and enforcement of judgments it demonstrates the
practical application of legal pragmatism by setting up a toolbox pragmatic goals and methods that will
assist courts and policymakers in developing an effective and efficient judgments enforcement scheme at
national bilateral and multilateral levels practitioners national courts policymakers academics students
and litigants will benefit from the book s comparative approach using case law from the united kingdom
and other leading commonwealth states the united states and the court of justice of the european union
the book also provides interesting findings from the empirical research on the refusal of recognition
and enforcement in the uk and the commonwealth statutory registration schemes respectively

On Jurisdiction and the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Money
Judgments 2005
international judicial assistance which is reasonably well settled in criminal law is still finding its
way in civil matters here is a very useful survey of problems in this area describing how they are being
handled in various jurisdictions worldwide the authors examine service of process abroad obtaining
evidence in crossborder litigation the impact of sovereign immunity the application of international
conventions and preferred forms of dispute resolution contributors include practitioners from both civil
law and common law jurisdictions published under the transnational publishers imprint

The Brussels I-bis Regulation 2023-08-14

Draft Convention on International Judicial Assistance in Civil and
Commercial Matters 1962

Digest of Case-law Relating to the European Communities 1995
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Remedies Concerning Enforcement of Foreign Judgements 2018-09-14

Enforcement of Judgments in Europe 2000

Jurisdiction Over Non-EU Defendants 2023-05-18

Dispute Resolution in Commercial Matters 1986

Explanatory Report on the Convention of 2 July 2019 on the
Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Judgments in Civil Or
Commercial Matters 2020

Civil and Commercial Mediation in Europe 2013-01-01

Judical co-operation in civil and commercial matters 2003

International Judicial Assistance in Civil Matters 1999
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International Co-operation in Civil and Criminal Matters 2012-06-14

The HCCH 2019 Judgments Convention 2023-05-18

The Hague Judgments Convention and Commonwealth Model Law 2021-08-12

International Judicial Assistance in Civil Matters 2023-09-20

Convention on the accession of the Kingdom of Spain and the
Portuguese Republic to the Convention on jurisdiction and the
enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial matters and to the
Protocol on its interpretation by the Court of Justice with the
adjustments made to them by the Convention on the accession of the
Kingdom of Denmark, of Ireland and of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland and the adjustments made to them by the
Convention on the accession of the Hellenic Republic with joint
declaration 1992
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